In a call with HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed, President Biden expressed his “appreciation for the UAE’s support for the continuing evacuation from Afghanistan.” The collaboration reflects the enduring partnership between two close allies. The UAE has helped evacuate over 40,000 people from Afghanistan as part of its comprehensive international humanitarian efforts. Read more.
@SecBlinken

We are very grateful to the United Arab Emirates for the support to transit U.S. citizens, embassy personnel, and foreign nationals from Afghanistan through the UAE. We appreciate our strong partnership.

@usainuae

Last night, U.S. Mission to the UAE organized the first charter flight in partnership with @Etihad Airways to fly evacuees from Afghanistan to the U.S. The UAE government was instrumental in making this possible through hard work and compassion. We thank our partners for helping us help others.

@mofaicuae @ncemauae @cbpgov
#UnitedPartners
@enec_uae
A moment of pride and joy at the #BarakahPlant. Today Unit 2 start-up was successfully completed just a year after start-up of Unit 1. Congratulations to the team that made it possible, taking the UAE one step further in its clean electricity transition.

@ForeignPolicy
For decades, experts have sounded the alarm that we are running out of one of our most essential resources: fresh water. Join FP & @UAEEmbassyUS for a dialogue with global leaders on securing the future of water
Register: https://buff.ly/3sOqd7L
#WaterResilientFuture
#AIM4C
This Month in History

On August 28, 2015, the first Emirati Women’s Day was launched by “Mother of the Nation” Her Highness Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak Al Ketbi to recognize how women in the UAE are leading and inspiring the country’s progress.

The date, August 28, coincides with Sheikha Fatima’s founding of the UAE General Women’s Union, four decades prior on August 28, 1975. The holiday mirrors the original mission of the Union: to empower women in the UAE and ensure their voices are heard at all levels.
UNITED FOR A BETTER FUTURE

With shared interests and common values, the UAE and US are close friends and strong allies
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